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Abstract. Tremendous amounts of data exist in life sciences along with
many bio-ontologies. Though these databases contain important information about gene, proteins, functions, etc., this information is not well
utilized due to the heterogeneous formats of these databases. Therefore,
ontology alignment (OA) is now very critical for life science domain. Our
work utilizes AgreementMaker for OA and describes results, difficulties
faced in the process, and lessons learned. We aligned two real-world ontologies, the Parasite Experiment Ontology (PEO) and the Ontology
for Biomedical Investigations (OBI). The former is more applicationoriented and the latter is a reference ontology for any biomedical or
clinical investigations. Our study led to several enhancements to AgreementMaker: annotation profiling, mapping provenance information, and
tailored lexicon building. These enhancements, which are applicable to
any OA system, greatly improved the alignment of these real world ontologies, producing 90% precision with 60% recall from the BSMlex+ ,
the Base Similarity Matcher, and 57% precision with 67% recall from
the PSMlex+ , the Parametric String Matcher, both using lexicon lookup
for synonyms. The mappings obtained through this study are posted on
BioPortal site for public use.
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Introduction

Ontology alignment (OA) is a well-recognized need for bioinformatics [10] and
biomedical researchers. Currently around 260 bio-ontologies exist on the NCBO
BioPortal4 and a number of databases exist that contain information about genes
and their sequence/functions, proteins and pathway information. This knowledge, all related but modeled with heterogeneous ontologies, if better connected
would greatly benefit researchers. OA addresses this challenge by identifying
semantically identical or related entities in different ontologies. The resulting
alignments can then be used for exchanging data and information.
Over the past decade sophisticated algorithms to improve OA have been
developed. The Ontology Alignment Evaluation Initiative5 (OAEI) [8] is a coordinated international effort providing standard methods for assessing the performance of OA systems. It has facilitated the advancement of OA techniques
with its standard set of cases and evaluation methods that developers can use
to learn from and improve their OA systems. The 2010 OAEI challenge consists
of 4 different tracks including one subtrack to align two anatomy ontologies, the
Adult Mouse Anatomy (MA) and the NCI Thesaurus Human Anatomy (HA).
This subtrack is most relevant to our research.
This paper describes the process of, lessons learned from, and results of
aligning two real-world biomedical ontologies, the Parasite Experiment Ontology6 (PEO) and the Ontology for Biomedical Investigations7 (OBI). These two
present an interesting but different scenario from the OAEI anatomy subtrack.
The PEO is being collaboratively developed as part of an NIH funded project to
develop and deploy an ontology-driven semantic problem-solving environment
for parasite research [7]. The PEO models experiment details and provenance
information of experimental data. It is an application-oriented and more specific domain ontology than OBI, which describes biomedical investigations. In
contrast, the OAEI Anatomy Track ontologies have many common entities since
both describe the same domain (i.e., anatomy) for different species (mouse vs.
human). Mapping more specific ontologies, like PEO, to a more general ontology,
like OBI, is important to helping establish a common point of reference, which
can serve to foster cooperation and interoperability among researchers. Due to
different scope of PEO and OBI, it may not be possible to have PEO absorbed
into OBI therefore being able to create mappings between the two ontologies
becomes essential. Given the explosion of metadata available on the web, this
study to align two related ontologies in the biomedical field has the potential to
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impact not just the biomedical field but also any research field using semantic
web technologies.
Aligning these ontologies requires selecting a suitable OA tool. Examining
the 2010 OAEI results showed that AgreementMaker [2–4] ranked first of the
nine OA systems used on the anatomy test case and performed successfully in
other tracks. Since AgreementMaker had performed very well on the anatomy
subtrack, had good developer support, and was readily available for our use
and/or modification, it was selected. Aligning PEO and OBI exposed the need for
more flexible and configurable OA algorithms. To address this need, the features
of annotation profiling, mapping provenance information, and tailored lexicon
building were developed in the ADVIS Laboratory, added to AgreementMaker
and experimentally validated through the PEO and OBI alignment process.
In what follows, the two ontologies, an overview of AgreementMaker, the
alignment process, and the results of this study are described.
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Ontologies

The OBI, a part of the Open Biological and Biomedical Ontologies (OBO)
Foundry,8 describes biological and clinical investigations (e.g., designs, protocols, instrumentation). It supports the integration of experimental data across
various domains such as transcriptomics, proteomics, and metabolomics through
its broader scope and controlled vocabulary. The OBI incorporates concepts from
the Information Artifact Ontology9 (IAO) and also uses annotation properties
defined in the IAO.
The PEO is currently not a part of the OBO Foundry, but is found in the
NCBO BioPortal. It models provenance information of experiment protocols
used in parasite research and other experiment details to support annotation
and querying of parasite experiment data and other databases. It references the
Parasite Lifecycle Ontology10 (PLO). Both PEO and OBI are represented in
OWL but differ greatly in size and structure (110 vs. 3060 classes) while the
OAEI MA and HA are more similar (2744 vs. 3304 classes).
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AgreementMaker

The AgreementMaker OA system has many useful features including a well designed user interface, a diverse selection of matching algorithms (matchers), and
mapping quality metrics to filter and combine the results of its matchers into a
final best alignment. AgreementMaker provides an extensible architecture permitting new matching or weighting algorithms to be easily integrated and adjusted based on their performance. The user can easily evaluate, compare, and
combine different strategies and matching results using its interface.
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The matchers fall into two main categories: concept-based, which employ
multiple string similarity measures, and structural, which search for shared patterns in the hierarchical structure of the ontologies. Our work used the Base
Similarity Matcher (BSM), the Advanced Similarity Matcher (ASM), the Parametric String-based Matcher (PSM), and the Vector-based Multi-Word Matcher
(VMM). The BSM calculates the similarity between two concepts by comparing
all the strings associated with those two concepts including the concept name,
label, and comments. PSM is also a string-based matcher but more complicated
since it uses a substring measure and an edit distance measure. VMM compiles a
virtual document for every concept of an ontology by concatenating the strings
of related concepts and annotations, transforms the resulting strings into TFIDF vectors, and computes the similarity between those vectors using the cosine
similarity measure [2]. AgreementMaker version 0.22 extended these string-based
matchers by integrating two lexicons:
(1) the Ontology Lexicon, built from synonym and definition annotations existing in the ontologies themselves, and
(2) the WordNet Lexicon, created by starting with the ontology lexicon and
adding any non-duplicated synonyms/definitions found in WordNet.
The Ontology Lexicon for each ontology (source and target) is built starting
from a list of all the concepts (classes and properties) defined in an ontology. We
then iterate through the list and inspect the definition of the concepts for synonym and definition annotations (hasSynonym and hasDefinition respectively).
If these are found, they are added to the Ontology Lexicon entry for that concept.
The WordNet Lexicon is built starting with a previously built Ontology Lexicon. We then perform a WordNet lookup for every entry in the Ontology Lexicon
and add any non-duplicated synonyms and definitions to that concept’s entry
in the WordNet Lexicon. It must be noted that the Ontology Lexicon and the
WordNet Lexicon are kept in separate data structures. While the Ontology Lexicon contains information directly defined in the ontology, the entries in the
WordNet Lexicon can contain ambiguous information. This ambiguity must be
taken into account by the matching algorithms.
The matchers using the lexicons in their algorithms are annotated with a
lex superscript, as in BSMlex , PSMlex , and VMMlex [4]. The Linear Weighted
Combination (LWC) matcher [3] produces a single combined alignment by using
mapping quality measures [3, 5] to choose the best mappings from each matcher.
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Aligning PEO with OBI

The alignment process between the PEO and OBI is performed on the import closure of the resources, i.e., taking into account all the files each imports.
The first alignment used AgreementMaker (version 0.22) with the 2010 OAEI
anatomy configuration and produced only two mappings due to an inconsistency in entity descriptions of the PEO and OBI. PEO’s URIs use a textual
fragment identifier (e.g., http://knoesis.wright.edu/ParasiteExperiment.

owl#transfection), while OBI’s entities use numerical identifiers (e.g., http://
purl.obolibrary.org/obo/OBI_0600060). The PEO’s use of the rdfs:label
field does not follow the specification guidelines since when PEO happens to use
this field (only 19.1% of the PEO classes have a label), it contains a PLO identifier. For the OBI, on the other hand, its uses the rdfs:label field to contain
a descriptive string on almost 100% of its classes. The comment field for the
PEO is used on 99% of its classes and typically provides a definition. The OBI
only uses the comment field on about 4% of its classes. Although some common
annotations exist between them, either PEO or OBI has low coverage. For example, OBI has high coverage for label annotations while PEO has high coverage
for comment annotations. This heterogeneity and matchers aligning the same
annotations to each other (i.e., class ID with class ID, label with label, etc.)
resulted in almost no alignment.
The OAEI ontologies, in comparison, both use label and hasRelatedSynonym
annotations and have descriptive local names. Experimental results show lexicon
synonyms and definitions greatly benefited the MA and HA alignment [4]. Their
usage for the PEO to OBI alignment could also be beneficial.
As PEO and OBI do not rely on the same metadata set to describe their entities, annotation profiling was implemented to allow users to select and combine
different annotations of the source or target ontology for the alignment. Several synonym-like annotations exist but are not found across the ontologies. The
issue becomes how to match synonym annotations between the two ontologies
and how to handle the mismatch in the usage of identifier, label, and definition
fields. Figure 1 illustrates this feature with PEO as the source and OBI as the
target. All existing annotations in the ontologies are shown. The user selects
which to use for aligning. For our experiments, the BSM and ASM matchers
take advantage of annotation profiling.
Evaluating mapping results requires laboriously searching the ontologies to
find descriptive names, labels, definitions, etc. This task motivated implementing the mapping provenance feature. Mapping provenance information can be
automatically generated on a mapping-by-mapping basis for matchers supporting this feature. The provenance information can be interactively viewed, saved
to the alignment result, and later imported.
The provenance information, an example shown in Figure 2, provides descriptive information for both entities that may come from the names, labels,
definitions, and their other associated annotations. Given provenance information, a user does not have to look up what entity OBI 0302722 actually represents
but can easily see it is “organ.” Provenance capabilities are provided for ASM,
BSM, PSM and VMM.
Finally, since AgreementMaker’s previous lexicon builder used a fixed name
for the synonym and definition annotations (hasSynonym and hasDefinition), it
was modified to exploit the synonym annotations in PEO and OBI by having
the user choose the annotation names used to create the lexicons. For synonyms,
OBI does not use hasSynonym but uses IAO annotation properties IAO 0000111
(“editor preferred term”) and IAO 0000118 (“alternative term”); they serve the

Fig. 1: Profiling interface added to AgreementMaker.

same function as synonyms for the OBI. The PEO does not use synonyms but
uses the comment annotation for a definition in most cases.
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Experimental Results, Evaluation, and Discussion

Our domain expert evaluated the possible mappings between the entities of the
PEO and OBI ontologies and produced a set of mappings. The expert provided
a confidence score in the range (0.0 1.0] for each mapping. A mapping with a
confidence score of 0.8 or higher is considered a correct mapping and included
in the reference alignment. A total of 30 PEO to OBI reference mappings were
produced. The number of mappings is low since the PEO is a more specific
ontology than OBI, and only their overlapping concepts can be mapped. This
reference alignment and the data for these experiments can be found on the
Kno.e.sis website in the section “Alignment of PEO and OBI.”11 Each matcher
was evaluated against the reference alignment to compute precision, recall, and
F-measure.
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<Cell>
<entity1 rdf:resource="http://paige.ctegd.uga.edu/ParasiteLifecycle.owl#organism"/>
<entity2 rdf:resource="http://purl.obolibrary.org/obo/OBI_0302722"/>
<measure rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#float">1.0</measure>
<relation>=</relation>
<provenance>sim("organism", "organ") = 1.0</provenance>
</Cell>

Fig. 2: An example of mapping provenance information.

Given a reference alignment R and a computed alignment A, the precision
of alignment A is calculated as
Precision(A, R) =

|A ∩ R|
|A|

and the recall is calculated as
Recall(A, R) =

|A ∩ R|
|R|

where |A| represents the number of mappings in alignment A. The F-Measure is
the harmonic mean of precision and recall and is calculated as
F-Measure(A, R) =

2 · P recision(A, R) · Recall(A, R)
.
P recision(A, R) + Recall(A, R)

Once the annotation profiling feature was implemented for the ASM, an
alignment using all the annotations declared in each ontology was produced.
The reasoning was that considering all the available annotation information in
the matching process would lead to the best possible result, labeled ASMALL
in Table 1. It shows an overall inconclusive alignment, due to low precision and
medium recall. This experiment shows that matching ontology entities without
discriminating between their annotations is not a viable approach—unless their
annotations are semantically compatible, as seen for the OAEI ontologies.
After experimenting with ASMALL , we decided to use only the most useful
and compatible annotations, reasoning this approach should give better results.
Since the ASM computes alignments using a string matching similarity more
suitable for short strings and compound words, the next experiment labeled
ASMSYN used only the synonym annotation properties declared in the ontologies.
For example, the local names of the OBI ontology were not used since they are
mostly ID numbers. Instead for the OBI, IAO 0000111, IAO 0000118, and label
were used for class annotations and hasExactSynonym was added to these for
the property annotations. The resulting alignment contained fewer mappings
but only reduced the number of correct mappings by one mapping, leading to a
13% increase in precision while losing only 3% recall. Our reasoning was correct;
however, using only a string matching algorithm was not enough to match the
ontologies.s

Matcher Precision Recall FMeasure
ASMALL
ASMSYN
BSMlex+
PSMlex+
VMMlex+
LWC
Combined

0.25
0.38
0.90
0.57
0.50
0.49
0.26

0.53
0.50
0.60
0.67
0.03
0.70
0.80

0.34
0.43
0.72
0.62
0.06
0.58
0.39

Table 1: Precision, Recall and FMeasure results for each alignment experiment.

Next, the lexicons based on the modification to lexicon building process
as previously described were incorporated. All synonym and definition annotations in the ontologies were selected for use in the building of the lexicons.
The BSMlex+ , PSMlex+ , and the VMMlex+ use the user customized lexicons in
the matching process.
As suspected, the lexicons greatly improved the alignment quality. BSMlex+
achieves high precision with good recall; a similar performance was observed
when matching the OAEI ontologies. PSMlex+ further improves recall by applying more sophisticated string matching algorithms. However more incorrect
mappings are produced. VMMlex+ , which uses definition annotations, found two
mappings but only one was correct. All other matchers found the same correct
mapping.
With these promising individual matcher results, the next experiment combined these individual alignments into one final alignment. LWC combined the
ASMSYN , PSMlex+ , VMMlex+ , and BSMlex+ into one alignment result using the
“local confidence” quality metric [3] and a mapping selection threshold of 0.5.
The LWC alignment in Table 1 has the best recall but cannot avoid including
incorrect mappings, leading to lower precision. The LWC combines alignments
by applying a quality weight to each mapping in the input alignment; if correct
mappings are only slightly better than other incorrect mappings, the combined
alignment can be less precise. Although the input matchers produce good alignments, improvement is needed to better discern correct from incorrect mappings.
This result, not observed for the OAEI ontologies, is most likely due to the high
level of heterogeneity between PEO and OBI annotations. Aligning the PEO
and OBI, as real-world test cases, showed our lexicon based matching algorithms
greatly improve alignment results, but more domain specific lexicons are needed
to aid in the disambiguation of very similar entities.
Finally, to gauge LWC performance in producing a better alignment than
just a simple combination of the input alignments, the input mappings to LWC
were examined for overlap. Figure 5 shows that LWC usually can choose most of
the correct mappings from each matcher. To further evaluate LWC, we manually
produced a “Combined” alignment consisting of all distinct mappings produced
by the six experiments, labelled “Combined” in Table 1. The Combined align-

LWC

PSMlex+

BSMlex+

ASMSYN

ASMALL
ASMALL

16 14 13 13 15

ASMSYN

– 15 13 14 14

lex+

–

– 18 16 17

lex+

–

–

– 20 19

–

–

–

BSM
PSM

LWC

– 21

Fig. 3: *

Fig. 4: *

(a)
(b)
Fig. 5: The number of overlapping correct mappings for each pair of matchers shown
in (a) tabular and (b) graphical formats, showing that LWC combination of
multiple matching algorithms produces a better alignment than a standalone
matching algorithm.

ment was then compared with the reference alignment. The Combined alignment
is only 10% better than the one produced by LWC in terms of recall but precision is 23% lower. This result shows that LWC can indeed discriminate between
correct and incorrect mappings because of its use of an intrinsic quality measure [3], albeit not perfectly. Research may be needed to develop a more robust
quality measure.
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Conclusions and Future Research

Aligning the PEO and OBI exposes the problem of heterogeneous annotations
in ontologies. This problem can be managed by increasing the flexibility of the
state of the art matching algorithms. Our implementation of annotation profiling, mapping provenance information, and custom lexicons contribute greatly to
providing this flexibility.
AgreementMaker’s past approach of extending matching algorithms using
lexicons [4] has also been validated since the best results are produced by matchers using lexicons (e.g., BSMlex+ in Table 1). However, including more lexicons
such as UMLS [1] needs to be investigated in order to achieve even better results.
More lexicons would allow matchers to better disambiguate entities and, thus,
improve the combination of the matching results.
Our current approach to managing heterogeneity relies on user selection of
relevant annotations for the matching process. Annotation profiling and mapping
provenance information support a domain expert in this process; however, research is needed to automatically identify semantically compatible annotations,
possibly by applying established ontology evaluation metrics [6]. The heterogeneity present in real-world ontologies must be further addressed so that the

OA process can foster cooperation and interoperability between researchers and
organizations.
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